Sporadic idiotypic cross-reactivities between antibodies and T helper cells: one example of aleatory expression of T cell idiotypes.
Idiotypic cross-reactivities between T and B cell receptors have been taken in the past to suggest VH-gene expression by both types of lymphocytes. More recently, after the molecular characterization of TcR, those observations were reinterpreted to indicate idiotypic network regulation, operating to select cross-reactive idiotypes in both B and T cell compartments. In support of these views, it has been shown that T cell expression of idiotypes is controlled by IgH-linked genes and markedly altered in B cell-deprived mice, and that T cells "learn" idiotype expression from the B cell compartment in the first few weeks of life. In most of these studies, aleatory idiotype cross-reactivities have not been sufficiently considered. Given the large diversity of antibodies and TcR, and the degeneracy of antibody-ligand interactions, it could be expected that a (monoclonal) anti-idiotypic reagent prepared against an antibody idiotope will always "cross-react" with some TcR variable regions. If these will be "major" T cell clonotypes, situations of idiotype sharing by B and T cells can be found which indicate neither VH-gene expression by T cells nor idiotypic network regulation. We report here one example of such aleatory expression of antibody idiotypes by T lymphocytes. A monoclonal anti-idiotypic antibody directed to anti-TNP antibodies of BALB/c mice specifically inhibits the growth and effector activity of C57BL/6 anti-NP-self helper T cells, while failing to interact with either BALB/c anti-NP-self or C57BL/6 anti-TNP-self helper cells. The clonotypic nature of these interactions could also be demonstrated by the specific induction of IL-2 production in the appropriate helper T cells by the anti-idiotypic antibody.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)